Abstract.-The grid-based method to identify areas of endemism proposed by Szumik et al. (Syst. Biol. 51:806-816, 2002) is extended. The improvements include the ability to assign scores of endemicity to sets of disjoint areas, and to have each species contribute more to the score of endemicity of an area, or less, according to how well its distribution matches the area. The modified method also allows for partially overlapping areas; an area partially overlapping with another one of higher score is retained when the set of lower score has a minimum proportion of species endemic to it. Algorithms to evaluate areas of endemism under this criterion are discussed, and implemented in a computer program (NDM; available at www.zmuc.dk/public/phylogeny). The new algorithms allow evaluation of much larger data sets. [Biogeography; distribution patterns; endemism.] 
In a recent paper, Szumik et al. (2002) proposed an optimality criterion to identify areas of endemism. The method was intended as a first approximation to solving the deficiencies of current methods to determine areas of endemism (like parsimony or UPGMA analysis of distributional data; see Morrone, 1994, and Linder, 2001) . Following the prevailing usage (see Anderson, 1994 , for a historical review), an area of endemism is an area where species not occurying in other areas exist. Hausdorf has recently proposed (2002) to restrict the term "area of endemism" for nonoverlapping areas caused by vicariance, using the term "biotic elements" for cases where there is overlap. We do not follow Hausdorf here. Traditionally (see, e.g., Anderson, 1994) areas of endemism have not been based on the notion of vicariance. The causal factor producing the given distributional pattern may, but need not be, history or vicariance; more importantly, the causal factor need not have affected the entirety of the biota, so that different groups (with different ecological requirements, for example) may have different-even overlapping-distributional patterns. Yet all the several repetitive patterns are (regardless of overlaps) equally real, in the sense that each of them is the result of some common factor. Hausdorf's usage conflicts with the most commonly accepted definition and it restricts the notion of "area of endemism" to such a degree that it becomes of limited use.
In traditional (and our) usage, an area of endemism is an area to which numerous species are endemic. Species ranges are fixed, and thus whether or not a species can be considered as "endemic" of an area depends on how the limits of the area are established. From these considerations, the idea of delimiting areas in such a way that more species can be considered as endemic follows naturally. Thus, our earlier method was based on dividing the study region into a grid, and then choosing those areas (= sets of cells) for which more species (or taxa) can be considered as endemic. Determining whether a species can be considered endemic must itself be done in a formalized manner. Szumik et al. (2002) proposed to consider those species that were more or less evenly distributed in the area (determined by their criterion 4, which is a rule to determine the evenness of the distribution), and which were not found outside of the study region (except in the edges). The evenness rule of Szumik et al. consisted of counting as endemic those species that are either present in each of the cells of the set, or if absent, absent in no more than N out of the total cells surrounding the cell in question. This can be fulfilled only when the species is distributed more or less evenly across the cells that conform the set. The computer program implementing the method of Szumik et al. (NDM vers. 1.0; Goloboff, 2001 ) searched for optimal sets of cells by implicit enumeration (or branch-and-bound), which is time-consuming for large data sets. We refer the reader to Szumik et al. (2002) for additional details. Szumik et al. (2002) noted that the method needed improvement in several aspects. First, the method could meaningfully assign scores only to continuous areas, but areas of endemism may be discontinuous. Second, a species either contributed, or it did not, to the endemicity score of an area. However, species that have fewer records outside the area (or species that truly occupy all of it) should be considered (other things being equal) as more strongly endemic than species with more records outside (or species that occupy only a small proportion of the cells in the area). Thus, a better criterion should assign a score to each species, based on how well its distribution appears as endemic of the area. Third, in the case of partially overlapping areas, both might represent areas of endemism if the score is given by different sets of species in each case; it is thus necessary to consider not only the absolute scores when comparing apparently contradictory areas, but also what the endemic species are in each case (Szumik et al. discussed this in relation to inclusive sets of cells, but the problem applies as well to partially overlapping sets of cells).
In this paper, we propose an extension of the method of Szumik et al., which addresses these problems. The method is implemented in a computer program, NDM version 1.6 (Goloboff, 2002 ; executables and source code can be downloaded from www.zmuc.dk/public/phylogeny), which searches for areas of endemism by using either exact (implicit enumeration) algorithms, or heuristic (hill-climbing) searches. The earlier method considered that a species could be counted as endemic in an area A when it satisfies the requirement ("evennes rule") that it is present in at least two cells of A, and in each cell C of the area the species is either present, or absent in no more than Q (where 0 < Q < 8) of the cells around C that belong to A.
The modified method takes into account that the absence of a species from a grid may be due to different causes. In a given cell, a species may have been confirmed as absent, if careful and intensive collecting suggests that the species is indeed absent. However, a species may not have been recorded in a cell because of insufficient collecting effort, and its presence, although unconfirmed, is suspected or assumed, for reasons extrinsic to the analysis. Therefore, the new method considers three categories of records: absent, present, and assumed (as present).
Assumed records should be treated such that, when occurring inside the area, they count in favor (but not as much as actual presences), and when occurring outside the area they count against (but not as much as actual presences). The assumed records can be given by the user (which could be done using a variety of methods; see Anderson, 2003; Gioia and Pigott, 2000; Sutherst, 2003) or filled by NDM with a simple (maximum polygon) algorithm.
The evenness rule considers that a species absent from one cell, but present in surrounding cells, can be considered as present. In this case, the evenness rule itself infers the species as present in that cell. Note that the "assumed" records are given prior to the analysis (and thus become part of the "data"), whereas the "inferred" records are postulated by the method itself, as part of the analysis.
Additionally, it is necessary to consider the degree of fit for a given species to the set of cells; the individual score for the species should increase as the species is found in more cells inside A, and fewer cells outside. Accordingly, the score of endemicity for a set of cells is now given by:
where V j is the endemicity score of individual species j:
where p, number of cells of A in which species j is actually present; i, cells in which species is not present but where the requirements of the evennes rule are satisfied (species is "inferred as present"); a, cells of A in which species is assumed to be present; S, size of A (= number of cells conforming it); o, cells outside A (but adjacent to it) in which species has been observed; d, same, in which species has been assumed; n, cells outside A (nonadjacent) in which species has been assumed. For a species to contribute to the score, each of the cells in A must either fulfill the evenness rule for that species, or have the species as assumed. The factors F are used to make the corresponding terms more or less influential. Factors F i and F a must vary between 0 and 1, whereas factors F o , F d , and F n must be greater than 0. NDM (version 1.6) has defaults of F i = 0.5, F a = 0.75, F o = 0.5, F d = 2, and F n = 0.5, which can be changed by the user. When a species is assumed in some cells and its presence can be inferred by the evennes rule in those cells, the maximum value of (F i , F a ) is used in each case (in this way, if the criterion used to fill original distributions was, in part at least, a spatial criterion similar to the evennes rule, there is no harm, since the best of the two factors is used). The rationale for the formula is simple. The score contributed by a given species increases as it is actually observed in a greater proportion of the cells of the area; for larger values of F i or F a (i.e., closer to unity), being able to infer the species as present in a cell or having assumed its presence (even when it has not been observed as present) is considered equally satisfactory (the less so the lower the values of F i or F a ). As the species is found in more cells outside the area, the score decreases; the factors F o , F d and F n determine how much the score for the species decreases with each record outside the area (as the factors approach 0, additional records outside the area decrease the score more). As in the earlier method, a species that has observed records in cells outside and nonadjacent to the area provides no score (therefore, widespread species have no effect at all).
The requirement of the earlier method, that each of the cells forming the area must have at least one of the species that contribute to the total score, can now be dropped. Areas where one cell has none of the species actually present will always have a lower score than the areas resulting from eliminating those empty cells (except in the unrealistic case where F i = 1).
EDGE EFFECTS
A possible concern in the above formula is the dependence of the size of the edge. Consider two sets of the same size, 9 cells, but different shape: a zig-zag line, and a square of 3 × 3 cells. In the first case, there are 33 cells outside the area but adjacent to it; in the second, there are only 16. One may want to consider that finding (say) 4 extraneous adjacent records outside the first area (i.e., 4 out of 33) is less disturbing than finding 3 records outside the second (i.e., 3 out of 16). This can be taken into account by considering the ratio between the sum of o and d (divided by their factors) and the edge size, G:
Here again, the score decreases as more adjacent records occur, and more rapidly to the extent that that refers, potentially, to the entire rest of the grid, and thus is expected to have less important differences with the shape/size of the area.
PARTIAL OVERLAPS MAY NOT INDICATE CONFLICT
Two partially overlapping areas can both be meaningfully supported as areas of endemism, if they have their scores given by different species. Consider the case of Figure 1 , where 100 species each have the exact distribution shown for the triangles, and 99 species have the distribution shown for the circles. Although they are contradictory sets of cells, it is clear that the two overlapping sets of cells represent real phenomena. Discarding the lower/left area would be clearly unjustified: if 99 species share that distribution, there must clearly be some causal factor behind that agreement. The example highlights differences with phylogeny reconstruction, where (in principle, at least) reconstruction focuses exclusively on groups that are either completely disjoint or inclusive; partially overlapping sets need not indicate conflict in the case of areas of endemism.
The easiest approach to the problem (when two areas X and Y are in conflict, and X has the lowest score) is considering the numbers of species, i, that give score to X and not to Y, compared to the total number of species, j, that give score to X. When i/j is greater than a certain (user determined) value, then X is retained, even if having a lower score.
This situation poses additional problems for computation of areas of endemism. Szumik et al. (2002:812) had pointed out that, even without considering the problem of which species give score to the areas, a pairwise comparison with preexisting areas as new areas are found FIGURE 1. Example showing that two partially overlapping sets of cells may both be supported as areas of endemism. There are 100 species distributed as the triangle, and 99 species distributed as the circle. Each of the two areas (light and medium gray) is strongly supported as an area of endemism. during a search does not guarantee correctness of the results. Their method stored all the areas of positive score it found during the search, and only when the search was finished, all the required comparisons were done. Version 1.6 of NDM stores the sets of cells, and also keeps track of which species give score to each of them (because the scoring species are identified to assign score in the first place, there is no point in later reidentifying them).
SEARCH METHODS
The previous criterion used only branch-and-bound calculations. These have the problem that calculations become very time-consuming even for medium-sized data. However, the optimality criterion of Szumik et al. (2002) seems not to lend itself easily to heuristic calculations; minor modifications to sets of cells can have very large effects on the scores, so that the only feasible solution for the criterion of Szumik et al. (2002) may indeed be enumerative solutions.
For the present criterion, branch-and-bound calculations are significantly harder, for two reasons. First, the criterion also evaluates disjoint areas (and much of the time-saving in NDM came from predicting which areas would be disjoint, simply not generating them for evaluation; see Szumik et al., 2002:811) . Second, because it uses a more complicated criterion for evaluation (and adds the assumed records), it is harder to predict whether the score of an area will decrease below a given bound as more cells are added (much of the time saved in the earlier method came from this; see Szumik et al., 2002:811, 812) .
Luckily, the score landscape under the new criterion seems to be smoother, by virtue of allowing species to adjust as endemic with varying degrees of fit; this implies that gradual change to sets of cells is more likely to actually find sets of better scores. The new version of NDM, therefore, implements a heuristic approach, based on modifying previously found sets of cells by addition or deletion of the cells in the edge (one at a time; optionally, two cells at a time can be changed). A good starting point for searches is provided by the sets corresponding to the (distinct) original distributions. In parsimony analysis, such a starting point (i.e., the groups created by looking at characters one at a time) would be useless. The present case is different: an area with positive score must, by necessity, correspond roughly to the distribution of at least one species. If the distribution of several species is similar (but not exactly the same), small changes in the area corresponding to one or the other distribution will hopefully find the best compromise.
The sets of cells are modified one at a time (much as in branch-swapping), saving resulting sets if they have a score as good or better than the set being modified (optionally, suboptimal sets can be temporarily saved during the search, which improves the effectiveness of the search). Only once all sets found have been subjected to this modification procedure, the program proceeds to FIGURE 2. Example to show that evaluation of the possible one-cell modifications of a set of cells (black) does not need to recalculate from scratch the scores for all species. None of the species present in the cells with medium gray could possibly contribute to the score of any of the cell-sets resulting from changing the original (black) set; those species need not be checked.
FIGURE 3. System of coordinates used to enter the distributional data into NDM.
(globally) compare the sets found. The best results, in our experience, are obtained when NDM is set so that it swaps through all the sets found. The program can save large numbers of sets, but then it seems better to swap through fewer sets (as long as it is all the sets found) than it is to swap through more-but not all of them. This depends of course on the time available for the analysis.
When an existing set of cells is to be evaluated after deleting or adding a cell, there is no need to completely recalculate the score. When cells are deleted, a species that is neither present, nor inferred, nor assumed, in some of the central cells (more properly, in the set of cells that result from deleting each of the cells in the edge of the area), can never contribute to the score of the areas that result from deleting one cell in the edge. Likewise, a species which is neither present, nor inferred, nor assumed in some of cells of the area being modified, cannot contribute to the score of areas that result from adding a cell in the edge. This reduces the number of species to check when adding or deleting cells. Additionally, the records outside the larger area (i.e., not adjacent to the set of cells resulting from enlarging; this is shown in Fig. 2 , where the area being modified is marked with black, and the larger area with medium gray) need not be counted again for each modification of the area (in Fig. 2 , only the cells stippled or white need to be checked). Thus, identifying beforehand species that cannot contribute to 972 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 53 the score of the areas to be generated, the areas can be evaluated at a reasonable speed.
The most time-consuming aspect of the searches is probably because the program must save (and modify) many more areas than it will save at the end; when the program is holding in memory many thousands of temporary sets of cells, each new set found must be compared to the preexisting thousands (so that duplicate sets are not saved). Although NDM of course uses several strategies (beyond the scope of the present paper) to reduce the time used in those comparisons, the searches evaluate rearrangements much faster at the beginning of the search, and then slow down as candidate areas accumulate in memory. The difficulties in computing solutions to this type of problem are quite different from those in parsimony calculations. TABLE 1. Distributional data for 34 species of Carabidae (Coleoptera) and 10 species of Dipluridae (Araneae). The location of each area is indicated as column-row. Absence is indicated as 0, confirmed presence as 1, and assumed presence as 2.
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A REAL EXAMPLE To illustrate the new method, we created an example data set, which contains distributional data for carabid beetles and diplurid spiders (Liebherr, 1986 (Liebherr, , 1991 (Liebherr, , 1992 Coyle, 1988) . We chose these two groups for the simple reason that good records were available; the example is intended only to illustrate the method proposed here, rather than as a complete analysis of areas of endemism in Central America (obviously, the latter would require considering the distribution of many more species and groups than the few considered here).
The original data set had the form of relative coordinates (measured on a common arbitrary scale, shown in Fig. 3 ; see details in the Appendix 1), which were subsequently converted to grid data by NDM. We did this so that different grid sizes could be tried (NDM divides   2004 SZUMIK AND GOLOBOFF-AREAS OF ENDEMISM 973 FIGURE 4. The areas found by NDM for the beetle/spider data in Appendix 1. NDM was set to temporarily save and swap areas with score greater than or equal to 0.995 of the score of the set being swapped. The program examined 260,640 candidate areas (in 31.8 s). Of the areas examined, 7659 had positive score (saving areas worse than the 0.995 set here, the program saves much larger number of areas, and the search is significantly slowed down); discarding the areas in conflict with other areas of higher score (retaining conflicting sets of lower score if 66% or more of the scoring species are exclusive; the cleaning up takes an additional 7 s) produced a total of 14 distinct areas (to facilitate reproducing the current results, the numbering of the areas corresponds to the numbers in the program). Of these 14 areas, areas 8 to 13 differ only in one cell switching. Likewise, sets 4 and 5 differed only in one cell switching. The species considered as endemic for each area (and their endemicity scores, indicated as percentage) are indicated in each case. Higher endemicity scores for a given species indicate that the species adjusts better to the area. Note that most sets have both beetle and spider species as endemic. coordinate data into numbers of rows and columns specified by the user). The distributions for all the records were filled with NDM (this roughly fills the distributions with a polygon, to make them more uniform). All the records added in this way were considered as "assumed" records. The results shown here correspond to a grid of 15 × 15; 94 cells had some actual or assumed records; the data set is shown in Table 1. NDM version 1.6 found 14 areas, but areas 8 to 13, and areas 4 and 5, are simply variations of the same shape (with the same size, and the same species giving identical scores). Figure 4 shows the results; note that some of the areas reported by NDM partially overlap. For example, sets 3 and 4 have a partial overlap. In these cases, both sets are retained, because each has different sets of endemic species (5, 12, 18, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33, 38, and 41 for set 3, and 18, 31, 36, and 46 for set 4). Only species 18 contributes to the score of both sets 3 and 4; all the other species are unique for each set. The two large areas of endemism in the northern part of the grid (comprising only two species each), also have partial overlaps.
Using the earlier version of NDM (see Szumik et al., 2002 ; for this, all the "assumed" records were considered as "real" records), only approximate searches (i.e., saving sets with three or more endemic species, and checking distributions prior to the analysis allowing for up to four empty surrounding cells; as discussed in Szumik et al., 2002 , these settings can easily lead to errors) produced some sets approximately similar to the sets 0 to 5 found by the improved method, but missed entirely sets 6 to 13. This search took a total time of 114.6 s (in contrast with only 31.8 s used by the newer version); searching the areas with 2 or more endemic species (and allowing for up to 3 empty surrounding cells when checking distributions prior to the analysis, which speeds up searches but makes them more prone to errors) the search had produced no apparent progress in over 900 s and it seems highly unlikely that it could be completed in a reasonable time. 1 An analysis of the data matrix under parsimony (with all "assumed" records considered as "observed" records) produced poorly resolved results (Fig. 5) . The data were 975 analyzed with TNT (Goloboff et al., 2003) , with 100 random addition sequence wagner trees, each followed by TBR branch swapping saving up to 10 trees per replication. This produced 180 distinct trees, and additional equally parsimonious trees were found by means of TBR branch swapping. The synapomorphies common to 1000 most parsimonious trees are plotted on the consensus shown in Figure 5 (the cells not included in the tree simply connected to the root of the tree as a big polytomy; note that cell numbering starts from 0-0). Only three groups (indicated) had more than a single species occurring as synapomorphy and not occurring in other unrelated groups. One of those groups is in conflict with one group of higher score found by NDM, and has less than 66% of the species as exclusive; it is thus not reported by NDM. The two remaining groups found by parsimony are roughly similar to some areas found by NDM, but the species that are seen as endemic by optimizing their distributions onto the tree are only a small subset of the species recognized as endemic by the present method.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The example highlights the differences between NDM and approaches based on hierarchical analyses (such as UPGMA or parsimony), where partially nested areas are forbidden. Although the present method may of course produce a hierarchy-like result, this is not a requirement of the method. Conflicting hierarchical patterns and partially overlapping areas pose a problem for methods that impose hierarchy in the results. The present method, by virtue of considering the particular species that give score to each area, avoids that problem, and recognizes both areas as distinct phenomena. Szumik and Roig (in press) , analyzing distributional data of South American carabids, also found that some of the areas recognized by NDM partially overlap. In at least some cases, these overlaps may not indicate actual physical overlap of the areas of endemism, but instead a grid effect: the actual limit of the two areas of endemism may be placed within a cell, rather than in the limit between cells. Although such a situation would be unmanageable for a hierarchical method, it poses no special difficulties to NDM. Grid size may of course influence the results of an analysis with NDM, but the influence will probably not occur through this type of effect.
Future developments within the spirit of the present method are possible. Perhaps what is most needed is a way to summarize results from an analysis. Often, when the data do not clearly delimit the areas (e.g., in the analysis of carabid and diplurid data), many sets differ simply by one or two cells, and have their scores given by the same species. A consensus-type representation of such similar sets would be very useful. We are currently investigating this problem.
Our previous method has been criticized by Hausdorf and Hennig (2003) , on the grounds that, when an optimality criterion is applied to the problem of delimiting areas of endemism, "the resulting borders vary with choice of the criteria, and there is no rationale for how to find the true borders." That misses the point of our method. If many species share (almost) identical distributions, the "resulting borders" will appear well delimited; otherwise, the borders will appear vaguely delimited (with many almost identical sets, simply differing in one cell). We do not know whether the borders found by our method are "truer" or not, but that is besides the point: the aim of our method is to establish an explicit link between evidence (distributions) and conclusions (areas).
Recent approaches to identifying areas of endemism are more strongly model-based than our method. Mast and Nyffeler (2003) proposed to use for the analysis only those species with ranges of distribution significantly different from a "null" model of co-occurrence; this is intended as a filter to eliminate the species that do not overlap with any other species more than expected by chance, prior to the use of a method like parsimony or our method. The null model is the distributions resulting from letting the species move from cell to cell randomly, until as many cells as in the observed distribution are occupied. The method of Hausdorf and Hennig (2003) is an interesting one, and it seems to us that in many cases it could produce very similar results. The main difference seems to be that their method identifies first the species that co-occur, and determines areas from their distributions in a more direct way; it is not clear to us how conflicting distributions would be handled by their method. Our own method is based as little as possible on assumptions about how the distributional concordances could have arisen; it simply attempts to (formally) identify the existence of the concordance (subsequent statistical testing of the significance of the concordance would of course be possible and desirable, but again, this would require specification of a particular model). The concordance itself could be due to any cause, such as physical or ecological barriers. In the same way that recent approaches in ecology have taken more and more from systematics and phylogeny, our method is not strictly historical; it could be seen as an "ecological" method as much as a "historical" one.
